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Abstract
Domain-specific conceptual bases use key con-
cepts to capture domain scope and relevant in-
formation. Conceptual bases serve as a foun-
dation for various downstream tasks, including
ontology construction, information mapping,
and analysis. However, building conceptual
bases necessitates domain awareness and takes
time. Wikipedia navigational templates offer
multiple articles on the same/similar domain.
It is possible to use the templates to recognize
fundamental concepts that shape the domain.
Earlier work in this domain used Wikipedia’s
structured and unstructured data to construct
open-domain ontologies, domain terminolo-
gies, and knowledge bases. We present a
novel method for leveraging navigational tem-
plates to create domain-specific fuzzy concep-
tual bases in this work. Our system generates
knowledge graphs from the articles mentioned
in the template, which we then process us-
ing Wikidata and machine learning algorithms.
We filter important concepts using fuzzy logic
on network metrics to create a crude concep-
tual base. Finally, the expert helps by refining
the conceptual base. We demonstrate our sys-
tem using an example of RNA virus antiviral
drugs.

1 Introduction

Domain-specific conceptual bases are a method for
grasping the domain at a high level by capturing the
notions that generally make up a domain. While on-
tology focus on formal representations and system
of categories encompassing the domain informa-
tion and conceptual models focus on linking the
general ontological categories (Fonseca and Mar-
tin, 2007), the conceptual bases are abstract models
addressing the most crucial concepts that are in-
variably found in a domain. Aside from defining
the scope and outlining the concepts, the concep-
tual bases may be used for a variety of downstream
activities, such as developing less abstract concep-
tual constructs, such as ontology, or applications

such as entity mapping in knowledge graphs, cre-
ating instances for named entity recognition, and
summarizing or analyzing the domain.

Creating a conceptual base is a difficult task that
necessitates a thorough understanding of the do-
main and a considerable amount of time to estab-
lish the importance of concepts. Online sources
such as Wikipedia contain a vast amount of infor-
mation on many domains (Wikipedia, 2021a). In
this research, we propose a novel approach to create
domain-specific conceptual bases using Wikipedia
navigational templates (Wikipedia, 2021b). The
navigational templates make it simple to connect
similar topics invariably. Similar topics are present
as navigational boxes at the bottom of the article or
sidebars on the right side of the article.

Our system uses knowledge from the articles in
the navigational templates and identifies relevant
notions consistently present in various articles of
the same field. For this, we parse the articles’ in-
formation and create a basic knowledge graph. We
map the information to their Wikidata instances
and cluster similar concepts. We apply fuzzy rules
based on network metrics to decide the importance
of concepts. In the end, the expert cleans and re-
fines the resultant conceptual base to create the
final version.

Our specific contributions are:
• Our framework allows users to build domain-

specific conceptual bases from knowledge
graphs in various domains using Wikipedia
navigational templates.

• The novelty lies in the application of fuzzy
rules on network metrics. We also provide
modifiable fuzzy rules to expand or contract
the conceptual bases as required.

We organize the paper as follows. We discuss
the method in Section 2. We illustrate the outcomes
of the approach using an example of RNA virus
antivirals in Section 3. We also review the out-
comes and limitations in that section, followed by
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Figure 1: Method overview

related works in Section 4. We conclude the paper
in Section 5.

2 Proposed Method

We show the overview of the method in Figure
1. Our system consists of two parts: Knowledge
Curator and Conceptual Base Curator. The Knowl-
edge Curator extracts information from articles and
Wikidata to construct a basic knowledge graph,
and the Conceptual Base Curator employs machine
learning techniques for processing and fuzzy rules
to filter the relevant concepts.

2.1 Knowledge Curator

Collecting articles Our framework uses the tem-
plate name as an input to gather information
from a particular domain. The pattern “Tem-
plate:Template name>” defines the Wikipedia tem-
plates. We use Wikipedia’s special export web-
page1 to export the template’s data into XML for
faster processing. To remove unnecessary text from
the XML, we use pattern-based cleaning and rule-
based parsing. To retrieve the article names in the
template, we use rule-based parsing. We export
the information as XML for each article and use
pattern-based cleaning to clean it.
Information extraction from articles Structured
material, such as content information and in-
foboxes, can be found in Wikipedia articles. In
the same way, they contain unstructured informa-
tion in the context of the article’s text. We extract
this information by rule-based text processing on
the cleaned article’s XMLs.
Graph representation We represent the extracted
information as a graph for further processing. For
each article, we create a separate knowledge graph

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:
Export

where the article node is the central node. We add
section-subsection information using the relations:
has_section and has_subsection. We add in-
fobox information by adding has_ in front of the
first column labels of the infobox and the first col-
umn label as the node. For example, Earth2 info
box contains information on mass. We add the
has_mass relation to the Earth node with mass
node. We process the text in the article by text
normalization and sentence segmentation3. We to-
kenize4 the sentences and extract noun chunks5

from the sentences and consider the noun chunks
as the nodes. We join the first noun chunk of the
sentences with the section node using the relation
has_info_about. The trailing noun chunks are
added to the previous noun chunk nodes using in-
between tokens as the relation. We also create a
list of nodes that are links to other articles.
Retrieving Wikidata instance For all the nodes
that are links to other Wikipedia articles, we parse
the instanceOf6 property using web crawling and
save them to a file.

2.2 Conceptual Base Curator

Mapping We map the nodes to their Wikidata in-
stances. If an instance is present, we replace the
node with the instance name. If there are multiple
instances, we create multiple nodes and add all the
connecting nodes to the instance nodes. For exam-
ple, a node A is connected to node B and C and A
has Wikidata instanceOf as Ai1 and Ai2. Then we

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
3https://spacy.io/usage/

linguistic-features#sbd
4https://spacy.io/usage/

linguistic-features#tokenization
5https://spacy.io/usage/

linguistic-features#dependency-parse
6https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/

Property:P31

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Export
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Export
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features#sbd
https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features#sbd
https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features#tokenization
https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features#tokenization
https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features#dependency-parse
https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features#dependency-parse
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
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Figure 2: Screenshot of a small part of graph for
Ciluprevir drug: the dark green node is the article node.
Red, navy blue and light green nodes are information
from infoboxes, section and text, respectively. Light
green nodes constitutes noun chunk information con-
nected via in-between tokens or has_info_about rela-
tions.

replace A-B and A-C with Ai1-B, Ai1-C, Ai2-B,
Ai2-C in the graph.
Clustering nodes There are several similar nodes
in the graphs of all the articles. We calculate the
Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) based
feature matrix for all the nodes. We perform affin-
ity propagation clustering (Frey and Dueck, 2007)
which outputs cluster and cluster exemplars. We re-
place the nodes in the clusters with their exemplars
for further use.
Node filtering and knowledge graphs collation
The uncertainty factor of the concepts is the impe-
tus for using fuzzy logic to construct a conceptual
base. If we fill the conceptual base with all possible
notions, the structure assumes that all concepts and
relations are equally representative of the domain.
However, this is not the case. Some notions are
more applicable than others. Consider the follow-
ing three medications: Remdesivir7, Ledipasvir8

and Dasabuvir9. Medical uses, side effects, and
trade names are all common concepts. As a result,
these can be said to be true in the drug domain with
some certainty. The Remdesivir article contains in-
formation about medical usage controversy, which
is absent in other drugs. As a consequence, this
concept can be categorized as less significant.

We use fuzzy logic to find relevant concepts in a
particular domain. For this, we filter out the nodes

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Remdesivir

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Ledipasvir/sofosbuvir

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Dasabuvir

whose relation does not contain a word with VERB
pos-tag. We collate the graphs for all the articles
and remove “a, an, the” from the nodes.
Fuzzy logic on network metrics We calculate two
network metrics: degree centrality and between-
ness centrality (Freeman, 1977). The centrality
metric identifies the network’s most influential
nodes. The number of connections a node has de-
termines its degree centrality. The degree centrality
of a vertex v, for a given graph G := (V,E) with
|V | vertices and |E| edges, is defined as:

CDeg(v) = deg(v) (1)

Where, deg(v) is the degree of vertex v. The num-
ber of times a node appears in the shortest path of
other nodes is known as betweenness centrality. It
is a metric that reflects a node’s power over other
network nodes. It is defined by the equation:

CBtw(v) =
∑

i 6=v 6=j

σij(v)

σij
(2)

where σij is the total number of shortest paths from
node i to node j and σij(v) is the number of those
paths that pass through v.

The fuzzy logic uses the above-defined network
metrics to decide the relevancy of the concepts.
The fuzzy logic consists of four main components:
fuzzifier, rule base, inference engine, and defuzzi-
fier. Fuzzifier converts inputs to fuzzy sets charac-
terized by membership functions (MF). Rule base
consists of IF-THEN rules used to drive the infer-
ence engine. The inference engine makes fuzzy
inference on the fuzzy input based on the defined
rules. Defuzzifier converts fuzzy set to the required
output.

In our system, the input is degree centrality and
betweenness centrality measures for all the nodes.
We have experimented with the Gaussian member-
ship function. The Gaussian MF is defined as:

GaussMF (x;µ, σ) = e−
1
2
(x−µ
σ

)2 (3)

where, x is the input, µ is the mean and σ is the
standard deviation of x. We generate gaussian MF
for both the centrality measures.

We use categorical inference on the concept rel-
evance (HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW) and Mamdani
Implication for getting the output. Assuming a
rule Ri = (Di OR Bi) → Ni, is defined by
µRi = µDiORBi→Nj (d, b;n), where µ is member-
ship function, Di and Bi are fuzzy sets for de-
gree and betweenness centrality and Njwherej ∈

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remdesivir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remdesivir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ledipasvir/sofosbuvir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ledipasvir/sofosbuvir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dasabuvir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dasabuvir
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Figure 3: (a) Left: automatically generated crude conceptual base, (b) Right: refined conceptual base, consisting
of concepts from section and text. (a) Left: red crosses depict nodes removed, yellow crosses depict the modified
nodes, and blue crosses depict the node merged to another node. (b) Right: refined nodes and edges are shown
in bold. Yellow ticked nodes are modified, and blue ticked are merged. For clarity, we show the five most central
nodes and nodes connecting to them with different colors.

[1, 2, 3] ≡ [HIGH,MEDIUM,LOW ] denotes
relevance set for nodes. Then, the Mamdani Impli-
cation uses minimum operator (∧) for fuzzy impli-
cation.

µNj (n) = αi ∧ µNj (n)
where, αi = (µDi ∧ µBi)

(4)

We define three rules for inference:
• IF µdn∧µbn <= 0.6 THEN µNj (n) = HIGH
• IF 0.6 < µdn ∧ µbn <= 0.8 THEN µNj (n) =
MEDIUM

• IF µdn ∧ µbn > 0.8 THEN µNj (n) = LOW

The values in the rules are modifiable to increase
or decrease the span of concepts covered in various
relevance levels.

We filter out node-edge-node pairs using nodes
of varying significance. We consider a node-edge-
node pair highly relevant if any node in the pair is
highly relevant and the node-edge-node pair has
appeared in more than two articles. Similarly, we
translate the medium and low importance at node
level to node-edge-node pair level. We only use
highly relevant node-edge-node pairs in this pa-
per, but medium and low relevance pairs may be
added to extend the conceptual base if required. We
measure the resultant network’s largest connected
component and present it to the domain expert for
further refinement.
Refining the concept base The domain expert re-
fines the crude conceptual base. Removal or mod-

ification of semantically related concepts and re-
moval or modification of notions that reflect the
same object are both parts of the refinement pro-
cess. The expert makes node connections to the
modified nodes by naming “has_<node>” to new
relations. There is no modification of the relations
where the node is not modified.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Case Study on RNA Virus Antiviral
Drugs

We present the results of our approach using an
example of RNA virus antiviral drugs10. The sys-
tem is implemented in Python. All the steps auto-
matically retrieve or process the data until stated
otherwise.

The system first curates the knowledge graph
from all the articles using the section, infobox, and
text information. We show a screenshot of a small
part of the knowledge graph for the Ciluprevir drug
in Figure 2. The system also retrieves and maps the
Wikidata instanceOf property to all the link-based
nodes.

Next, we apply affinity propagation to cluster
similar information together. We experimented by
clustering section, infoboxes and text together and
independently. Infoboxes present a structured sum-
mary of the article’s information. We note that the

10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Template:RNA_antivirals

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:RNA_antivirals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:RNA_antivirals
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Figure 4: (a) Left: Crude and (b) Right: refined conceptual base from infoboxes. Same color nodes represent
instances of the same concept.

clustering of infoboxes tends to lose information
because different information identifiers may come
under a single cluster, although they represent in-
dependent information. As a result, the final con-
ceptual base contains minimal information from
infoboxes. In our experiment, the automatically
created conceptual base that uses clusters of all in-
formation together contains 49.4%, 4%, and 46.6%
concepts coming from section, infoboxes, and text,
respectively. Hence, we cluster only section and
text information (independently) and use infoboxes
information as it is.

After this, the application of fuzzy logic results
in a crude conceptual base. Due to space restric-
tions, we show snippets of the model with only
a few mentions of the edge names: consisting of
section and text information in Figure 3(a) and in-
fobox information in Figure 4(a). The respective
refined models are shown in Figure 3(b) and 4(b).
Edges or relations mostly consists of names such as
has_info_about, has_section, has_subsection,
has_type and verbs such as is, approved_by,
is_not_recommended_during, etc. We call our
output conceptual base and not conceptual model
because the relations such as has_info_about,
has_section, has_subsection does not provide
any meaningful link between the concepts. Mean-
ingful modification of such relations can be consid-
ered as a downstream task.

The templates contain few articles of different
domains as well. For instance, RNA antiviral tem-
plate contains disease and virus names as well. But,
the proposed approach ensures that we consider
only statistically significant concepts for the con-
ceptual base. We manually validate that the crude
conceptual base contains 14%, 16%, and 70% of
concepts from section, text, and infoboxes, respec-

tively.

3.2 Discussion

Our observations suggest that the crude conceptual
base can capture most of the relevant information
from both the section and text information and
infobox information. There are few ambiguous
names in the nodes like pore, south, rate (marked
using crosses) in Figure 3(a) and legal_us, legal_uk,
etc. (colored nodes) in Figure 4(a), which the do-
main expert removes or corrects. The expert also
modifies edges, where nodes are modified.

The crude base contains two types of nodes: 1)
nodes representing the same object in the current
context but can have different meanings, and 2)
nodes that are instances of another concept. For
example, in Figure 3(a), the nodes medication, an-
tiviral drug and antiviral medication represents
antiviral drugs in the current context. These nodes
appear because an article node is the most central in
their knowledge graph, and they can have multiple
Wikipedia instanceOf properties. Similarly, there
are many instances of legal status and pregnancy
category in Figure 4(a). Instances appear in the
infobox conceptual base because we do not cluster
those nodes. As a result, original data is retained
for calculation of relevance.

Since the refinement process is manual, the ex-
pert can decide how to modify the crude conceptual
base as per the need. In Figure 3(b) and 4(b), we
have shown basic refinement. In Figure 3(a), we
show red crosses on the nodes that are removed
because of ambiguity or no meaningful informa-
tion, yellow crosses on the nodes that are modi-
fied because of inappropriate names but are mean-
ingful, and blue cross on the node that is merged
with another similar node. Here, antiviral drug is
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merged to antiviral medication. The refined ver-
sion in Figure 3(b) depicts bold boundary nodes
and edges that the expert modifies. In Figure 4(a),
same-colored nodes represent instances of same
concepts, which the expert merge into one in Fig-
ure 4(b).

In the presented case study, the expert modifies
about 30% of the total nodes (section+ text+ in-
foboxes). However, this is subject to the structure
of Wikipedia articles in the navigational template.
For example, most of the articles in the Distilla-
tion11 template do not contain infoboxes, which
reduces the percentage of nodes that needs to be
modified.

Following are the limitations of our approach:
• Parsing information from web pages is a time-

consuming task, so we use XML and text pro-
cessing for information gathering. Sometimes,
rule-based text processing incorrectly extracts
the information, and seldom, the XML does
not contain full information. We manually
check the infobox content after cleaning the
XMLs. We find that approximately 47.5% of
infobox entries are incorrect or empty in our
case study. In the future, we plan to check the
performance and scalability of other tools.

• Sections constitute a small part of the arti-
cle’s information, but we lose a considerable
amount of textual information because of the
filtering process. We are currently explor-
ing techniques to create enhanced knowledge
graphs using language models where filtration
of nodes results in minimum or no informa-
tion loss.

• Currently, we do not provide any aid for re-
fining the conceptual base. We plan to cre-
ate a GUI for this purpose that will include
controllers for fuzzy logic and an interface
for effortless refinement, further reducing the
time and effort needed to create the conceptual
base.

4 Related Works

Many researchers have worked on fuzzy ontology
creation and their downstream applications, such as
generating taxonomies, ontologies, and conceptual
models from various data sources.

The use of fuzzy logic for creating concept lat-
tices and ontologies has been studied previously
by various researchers. There have been studies

11https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Distillation

regarding fuzzy ontology creation (De Maio et al.,
2009), (Tho et al., 2006), using fuzzy ontology
and concept models in various domain-specific
tasks and dataset (Parry, 2006), (Abulaish, 2009),
(Quach and Hoang, 2018). As opposed to the pre-
vious work, we employ fuzzy logic using network
metrics attributes.

There are a few significant open-domain,
community-driven projects for structured knowl-
edge creation. DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015)
extracts structured information in multiple lan-
guages from Wikipedia infoboxes. Yago (Suchanek
et al., 2007) has released various versions, and this
also uses Wikipedia infoboxes. It also employs
Wikipedia categories to determine the type of in-
formation, which is then mapped to WordNet tax-
onomy. Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014)
a collaborative database, also links Wikipedia data
with unique identifiers. Apart from the community-
driven projects, researchers also used Wikipedia in
other open-domain tasks such as document topic
classification (Hassan et al., 2012), collaborative
ontology creation (Hepp et al., 2006), semantic
conceptual modeling and semantic relatedness in-
terpretation (Saif et al., 2018), explaining facts in
AI (Sarker et al., 2020), learning named entities
(Nothman et al., 2013), large-scale taxonomy gen-
eration (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007). Researchers
also used Wikipedia in domain-specific tasks like
exploiting Wikipedia knowledge for classification
tasks (Warren, 2012) and extracting domain-terms
and terminologies from Wikipedia (Vivaldi and
Rodríguez, 2010), (Vivaldi and Rodríguez, 2011),
(Vivaldi et al., 2012). In this research, we provide
domain-specific conceptual base construction from
a small set of articles extracted on-the-fly from
Wikipedia navigational templates instead of full
Wiki dumps or other domain-specific corpora/texts.
We also exploit unstructured text in addition to the
structured information like Wikipedia info-boxes
and article content structure.

5 Conclusion

We use Wikipedia navigational templates to build
domain-specific conceptual bases in this study. To
compute the relevance of the concepts, our system
generates a graph representation of the article’s
knowledge and uses fuzzy logic on top of its net-
work metrics. With a bit of human intervention, the
system outputs a refined conceptual base that can
be used further for various downstream purposes.
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